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Managing the unprecedented pace of increase in
complexity in the 2020s will require Risk
Management to deliver on its promises.
It will require an unprecedented level of leadership.
The opportunity for risk professionals is now.

About this paper
We can’t predict the future with accuracy. However, with the advancements in technology, the
impact of climate change and the geo political forces that may come into play, we are going
to experience unprecedented growth in complexity over the next decade.
Those organisations that learn to lead through that complexity will thrive while others will be
overwhelmed.
Complexity creates uncertainty and risk management is the process humans have been using
through evolution to manage uncertainty. Some better than others. The “others” need our help.
This paper is a call to the risk profession to step up. To deliver on our promises. To help lead our
organisations through the complexity of the next decade.
In order to step up we must create more value than currently. Perceived and actual.
If you would like to explore how you can increase the value you bring to your organisation as a
risk professional, and if you would like to increase your influence to improve perceived value
please read on.
If you are already nailing it in your organisation, if you are one of the first people the boss calls
when considering the big decisions, you may wish to read on regardless. You will likely find new
insights that will help you to help others in your team to add more value and to increase their
influence.
Enjoy!

It can be frustrating
We can’t predict the future with accuracy. However, with the advancements in technology, the
How often do you run across staff treating risk as a compliance exercise? Where their job is to
tick and flick.
Perhaps you are in a more progressive organisation. You have gained traction because the
Audit and/or Risk Committee has put some pressure on the Executive. At least staff will do what
they must because they know you need to provide comfort to the bosses and the board.
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Both are frustrating because staff are not willingly engaging with
the risk framework and are missing out on the value it should
bring. The result, our meetings are often postponed or not
everyone shows up. Or, ouch! No one shows up.
When staff do show up. Some are incessantly on a device, taking
calls and/or excusing themselves from meetings because
something more important pops up. Like business!
While you and I know managing risk is integral to good business,
we have all heard the same lines.

You and I know
that if people
don’t stop and
think,
problems are
around the
corner

“But we manage risk every day! Why do we have to go through
this?”
If you have managed to move your organisation past this point where staff do come to your
meetings and do engage, the next area of frustration is often lack of action that follows the
meetings.
Why? Life gets in the way. That is, the real business of business. Staff jettison their risk
responsibilities because of more pressing matters.
While we get the need to manage the business, you and I know that if people don’t stop and
think, problems are around the corner. Errors, rework, calamities and on rare occasions a
catastrophe.
Interestingly though, as one IT professional once said to me:
“I’ve never seen a catastrophe that was not at least six months in the making!”
Frustrating! Isn’t it?

A trap on the pathway
As risk professionals we are advisers. The ultimate state for an adviser is to be a “trusted
adviser” (see Figure 1). To have a seat at the table where the decisions are made. In fact, you
are consulted well before the meeting is called.
However, there is a trap that most of us have all fallen into from time to time that hinders this
journey. Sometimes, just to get the job done, we have used whatever authority we have been
able to muster. Such as a directive from the CEO or a push from the Audit and/or Risk
Committee to get assurance for the board. And when we use this authority, staff see us like a
tyrant or a controller. This means that risk management is seen as a compliance activity, or
worse, a painful experience. It means we are avoided. We are not invited to take a seat at the
table. The door is closed in our face.
Most risk professionals I meet are not in this space or learned the lesson very early on. Most
operate as experts that management and staff can call on to get the job done so the Audit
and/or Risk Committee can provide the assurance needed for the board. And that means we
are invited for our advice when needed.
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Moving further along the pathway to becoming a trusted adviser, risk professionals have
learned that the key to being trusted as an authority in a certain area is to provide insights. In
the risk profession we have the tools to do this. They just need to be used wisely once staff are
prepared to listen.
However, our ultimate goal should be to become trusted advisers to the business where our
advice is sought often and across the business. And when we achieve that, we have achieved a
leadership position in the business.

'Advising is Leading'
Why? Because advising is leading. And it is a very special form of leading. Advising is leading
alongside.
And leading alongside is what a risk professional must do. It is not our risk. It is not our job to
manage their risk. It is our job to help them see the optimum path forward and to help them
walk down it.

The opportunity to lead presents
We know the risk process is the single most valuable tool available for managing uncertainty.
And we know complexity drives uncertainty. It has navigated our species safely through
evolution to here and now. Flight versus fight being the early version of it. Then further
development of our ability to strategize by thinking of potential futures. Followed by the birth of
“underwriting” merchant ships in the 1400s, then formal insurance to manage financial risk and
eventually the birth of modern risk management.
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Now humankind faces its greatest opportunities
and threats. Think about the advent of
computers in the 1980s, email and the internet
through the 1990s and the globalisation that
followed in the 2000s. In that decade Facebook,
Twitter, Instagram and the first smartphone
were all launched. Airbnb and Uber also started
their disruptive charge.
This decade we have seen the rise and rise of
streaming, big data and robots running on AI
and Machine Learning and the result has been
developments most of us have trouble getting
our head around. Think blockchain and cryptocurrencies, drones delivering parcels, World
Cup e-sports events for the League of Legends “video game” and the instant phenomenon
that was Pokémon Go.

The current and projected number of devices
connected to the Internet of Things (IoT) are 15.4 billion
devices in 2015 to 30.7 billion devices in 2020 and 75.4
billion in 2025. Of which, Gartner predicts one third will
be the Industrial IoT
Think about the pace of change created in your life by these events. Now multiply it by a
factor of ten as the changes of the last decade become mainstream and new ones arrive.
What does this all mean for businesses today? It means an exponential increase in
complexity. Increased complexity means increased uncertainty.
What does this mean for us in the risk profession? It is our opportunity to shine like never
before. Which means it is time for us to step up.

The hurdle we must overcome
Now is the time to let you in on a little secret. What is between us and a leadership position? It
is the irony of our own expertise.
We can all agree complexity creates uncertainty and risk management is a magnificent tool for
managing uncertainty. And we know we can analyse a situation to understand the underlying
issues and to show a way forward. The problem is, they’re not listening.
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Creating value through simplicity
The answer is that we must overcome the temptations to overcomplicate things. In particular,
with mindboggling amounts of data soon to be generated and evolving analytical tools
becoming readily available to us to play with the data. We must find simple methods of finding
and communicating valuable insights to help others to see and manage the uncertainty
surrounding their business decisions.

Consider the various elements of your risk framework. Everything from the policy and framework
document itself to the risk assessment methodology through to your risk appetite statement.
And if you are at the stage of quantifying risk using risk models, think of them as well. Now have
a look at Figure 3. In which box would staff place each element of the outputs of your hard
work? I really hope for you that your outputs are all on the righthand side with most in the top
right corner. In truth, you should not be the judge. You should ask the end users to identify the
scale of your success.

How to simplify the complex
The answer comes in two parts. One is how we design our frameworks and the other is how we
communicate to ensure staff have a good experience with risk and are more willing to engage
with the risk program over time.
Consider Figure 4. This model for developing frameworks shows that the main aim of the design
and deployment of a framework is to drive desired behaviours. The secret to simplifying risk
frameworks is to observe staff behaviour and to identify how you want that behaviour to
change. The answer won’t always be “conduct a risk assessment”. The optimum risk framework
provides guidance so that existing policies, processes and systems are modified to
appropriately manage uncertainty. That is, good “uncertainty management” practices are
embedded in normal business operations. These are what drive behaviour.
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In order to communicate better to staff we must
write and speak in their language. You need to
move from risk-speak to c-suite speak and riskspeak to manager-speak and risk-speak to
worker-speak.
If you devolve your risk framework into the existing
operational frameworks of the business and you
communicate in their language you will optimise
both the first experience staff have with your new
framework and with the ongoing engagement you
build into your program. Remember. Always focus
on the desired behaviour and how you can
influence that. Not on what is technically correct as
decreed by ISO or COSO.

What you need to do next
First.

Frame the problem. Consider the block, or blockages in your organisation and what
might be an underlying cause. Consider the following:
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Second.

Join with me and a bunch of other like-minded risk professionals who are looking
to overcome the hurdles posed by the irony of our own expertise. People just like
you who are looking to design minimalist frameworks, create invaluable
experiences at every turn and drive unprecedented levels of engagement in the
organisations we serve. Come join my Risk Leadership Group Mentoring Program
via sessions held in the Sydney CBD or online. The opportunity for risk professionals
to deliver on our promise is now. And we are all looking to help each other to
smash it in the decade of complexity!
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DISCLAIMER

This paper does not constitute the giving of advice. Please be sure to take specialist advice
before taking on any of the ideas. This paper is general in nature and not meant to replace
any specific advice. Risk Management Partners T/A Bryan Whitefield Consulting, its officers,
employees and agents disclaim all and any liability to any persons whatsoever in respect of
anything done by any person in reliance, whether in whole or in part, on this paper.

